1. NEWS: Safe Streets 4 All Grant App Opened, Funding Every New Hampshire Community Should Consider Applying For

2. RECAP: Bicycle Rodeo and Tri-shaw, Event planning.

3. ORGANIZATIONAL: May Minutes (2 min)

4. CURRENT 4:10pm - 5:10 PM
   ● Community Input Grasse/Reservoir, Verona and positive!
   ● Mid-block crossing N. Main to the Green during construction (R1-6)
   ● RECAP 5/3 Wed, 7:15-8am Walk ‘n Roll to School (Bill)
   ● EVENT Fri 5/19 - CONED BIKEWAY report on Lebanon (Patrick 10 min)
   ● EVENT E-Bike Lending Library 6/14-6/28 (volunteers? Dartmouth day?)
   ● FUTURE EVENT June Pop Up Fix It Clinic pre-Prouty - date?
   ● Safe Streets For All Grant application - Hanover Shared Streets RFP, Shared Streets Self Certification Worksheet, GPI Hanover Shared Streets Final Proposal, Mobycon CMA Shared Streets Proposal (folder)
   ● Hanover Vision Zero Statement
   ● Grant Writing Capacity (5 min)
   ● Neighborhood Walk ‘N Rolls - summer plans

5. ANNOUNCEMENTS 5:10 - 5:20 PM
   ● Sustainability Master Plan new chapters released
   ● Walk Bike Plan present for Selectboard 6/24

6. FUTURE
   ● Safety Committee
   ● Metrics (Network Scoring, GHG emissions reductions by project, Engagement, Equity, Walk Bike Data, Sidewalk inventory)
   ● Safe Routes to DHMC, CHAD
   ● Safe Routes to Sachem